An automated liver tumour segmentation from abdominal CT scans for hepatic surgical planning.
Segmentation of liver tumours is an important part of the 3D visualisation of the liver anatomy for surgical planning. The spatial relationship between tumours and other structures inside the liver forms the basis of preoperative surgical risk assessment. However, the automatic segmentation of liver tumours from abdominal CT scans is riddled with challenges. Tumours located at the border of the liver impose a big challenge as the surrounding tissues could have similar intensities. In this work, we introduce a fully automated liver tumour segmentation approach in contrast-enhanced CT datasets. The method is a multi-stage technique which starts with contrast enhancement of the tumours using anisotropic filtering, followed by adaptive thresholding to extract the initial mask of the tumours from an identified liver region of interest. Localised level set-based active contours are used to extend the mask to the tumour boundaries. The proposed method is validated on the IRCAD database with pathologies that offer highly variable and complex liver tumours. The results are compared quantitatively to the ground truth, which is delineated by experts. We achieved an average dice similarity coefficient of 75% over all patients with liver tumours in the database with overall absolute relative volume difference of 11%. This is comparable to other recent works, which include semiautomated methods, although they were validated on different datasets. The proposed approach aims to segment tumours inside the liver envelope automatically with a level of accuracy adequate for its use as a tool for surgical planning using abdominal CT images. The approach will be validated on larger datasets in the future.